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Tour participants: Karen Arine Souza (leader) with 12 Naturetrek clients 

Day 1 Tuesday 30th July 

For most of the group this involves an overnight flight from Heathrow to Sao Paulo, while for others this day 

was spent relaxing in hotels in Sao Paulo, having flown out early. 

Day 2 Wednesday 31st July 

As a group we first meet in Terminal 1, the domestic departure lounge for our connecting flight to Cuiaba, the 

capital of Mato Grosso State, from where we will set out on our wildlife adventure. We huddle together near the 

gate, hurriedly exchanging introductions. Everyone is in good spirits, excited about what we are going to see, 

although those who have endured the long overnight flight and subsequent wait at the airport must already be 

exhausted – adrenaline keeps us going! A smooth flight with Azul, leather seats, cheery staff and some interesting 

snacks (particularly the ‘bonio’ shaped cassava chips!).  

 

We disembark, hit already by the heat and humidity (it must be at least 10 degrees hotter here than Sao Paulo), 

and make our way to Arrivals to be met by Karen, our smiling, efficient and friendly guide. We are off to lunch – 

a Brazilian barbeque. We are prepared for a long journey, but it turns out to be anything but - literally across the 

road. We are driving for all of two minutes! We heap up our plates with a mixture of delicious salads, vegetables 

and rice dishes and are then served with a choice of meats – chicken, beef and pork – brought round on skewers.  

 

Fully refreshed, we re-join our air-conditioned minibus for the journey to Pouso Alegre, our first lodge. Initially 

we travel on asphalt roads, leaving the environs of Cuiaba and heading for the wilds. We drive past typically 

Latin American houses and shops (lots of car repair lots!) and are delighted by a huge painted sculpture of 

Brazilian birds – parrots, macaws and jabiru storks, hopefully a good omen of things to come. 

 

As we leave the outskirts of the town the land flattens out and becomes farmland. White Brahma cattle, 

characteristic humps between their shoulder blades, are everywhere. The fields are somewhat dry, but dotted 

with marshy areas and small pools, and pockmarked by a scattering of tall trees, some, some like the Tabebuia 

(Golden Trumpet Tree) particularly attractive with their bright yellow, candelabra like flowers.  

 

All at once we hear a loud raucous cackling and a flock of around twenty Guira Cuckoos flash past on the left-

hand side, bouncing from bush to bush, displaying their ragged orange crests. We quickly brake and tumble out 

of the van to get a closer look, but they are uncharacteristically shy and disappear behind the hedgerow. A little 

further on we get a more prolonged sighting. Close to the road we see a large mixed gathering – Cattle Egrets, 

Great Egrets, Cocoi Herons, Wood Storks with their naked, wrinkled bare heads, and a solitary, impossibly 

powder pink Roseate Spoonbill which fixes us with its gleaming red eye. We are entranced, but the birds walk 

and feed unconcerned. Another, rather more distant sighting, is of a group of Greater Rhea, who stroll away 

through the long grass, necks swaying, while Monk Parakeets zig-zag above us, shrieking loudly 

 

At Pocone the asphalt peters out, to be replaced by the red earth road that is the ‘Transpantaneira’, a 145km long 

raised dirt and gravel road, originally designed to link Pocone with Corumba, deep in the heart of the Pantanal. 
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As the money ran out so too did the ‘Transpantaneira’ and the road was never completed, but remains 

unfinished, a perfectly straight but bumpy dirt road, stretching ever onwards towards the horizon. 

 

The rough road is unsuitable for our minibus, so we change to an open-sided safari truck, excellent for wildlife 

viewing. Comfortable forward-facing seats give us an excellent view of our surroundings, and we have access to 

the full sensory experience – sights, sounds, smells. Although it is hotter than being in the minibus the truck has 

a canvas roof to protect us from the sun, and for the first time we feel that we are truly at one with the 

landscape. Our guide Karen sits near the front, her eagle eyes complimented by those of our ever-smiling driver 

Alzito. We proceed further, the height of the truck giving us an excellent vantage point from which to spot 

wildlife. Whenever something new or exciting is spotted we stop (which is every other minute it seems – there is 

so much to see). 

 

As we leave Pocone the dry forests and fields of the ‘cerrado’ start to give way to the lower and flatter land of 

the Pantanal. Earth excavated from two ditches was deposited between them to form the road on which we now 

travel and the canals left behind continually fill with water, creating pools and marshy areas. Where the land is 

particularly low, or the ditches dug particularly deeply, the pools widen out and trucks must pass over a wooden 

bridge. There are 125 altogether. It’s a careful process getting the wheels correctly aligned on the planks and we 

are grateful for Alzito’s excellent driving – some of the bridges are in a real state of disrepair and creak alarmingly 

as we cross. Occasionally a concrete bridge towers above us in splendid isolation, unattached to the road and 

unusable. Here we must skirt around. 

 

There are waterbirds everywhere. Each pool has a full complement – Wattled Jacanas tread carefully on their 

elongated toes or flutter together in noisy competition, whilst Egrets and a range of herons (Cocoi, Striated and 

Whistling) stand motionless in the shallows. We are particularly fascinated by two types of heron whose 

immature forms vary so much from those of the adult. One is the Little Blue Heron whose adult plumage is, not 

surprisingly, a dark bluish-grey. Juveniles however, are pure white, and easily mistaken for Snowy Egrets, 

although, with the guidance of Karen, we soon get our eye in. Larger and even more impressive is the Ruffescent 

Tiger Heron, which, when adult, is a handsome cinnamon colour marked with prominent black chevrons 

running either side of its white chest. This bird is named for the juvenile form which lacks the block of 

cinnamon colour, but is instead well camouflaged by its blotched and barred tiger like stripes. Neotropic 

Cormorants sit in groups on the banks or in the trees, holding their shiny black wings out to dry, while along the 

side of one pool marches a solitary Muscovy Duck.  

 

Every pool contains at least one pair of kingfishers. They flash past with their jewelled bodies, diving and 

emerging with a silvery fish in their beaks – there certainly seems no shortage of food in these waters. We see our 

first Ringed Kingfisher, the largest kingfisher in Brazil, with its bushy blue crest and massive grey beak, together 

with the Amazon Kingfisher and the similar looking, but slightly smaller, Green Kingfisher.  

 

There are birds of prey in abundance too. Roadside Hawks survey us from the branches of trees with their bright 

beady eyes, while every post seems to hold a Black-collared Hawk, a bow tie of black contrasting with their pale 

heads and tawny chests. Close to the water, sitting on every available shrub, are Snail Kites, staring intently 

downwards, the pronounced hooked tips of their upper bills an easy identification feature, designed as they are 

for cutting the muscles of snails, so that they can be extracted from their shells. 
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And it’s not just birds – Yacare Caimans slip noiselessly out of the shadows, or gather like heaps of logs on the 

banks, sunning themselves and keeping watch with unblinking, baleful eyes. Beside the pools are Capybaras, like 

great rotund guinea pigs, who look down their roman noses at us whilst placidly chewing vegetation.  

 

Eventually we stop for a short walk. Although it is hot, it is nice to get out of the truck and stretch our legs – we 

have been sitting down a long time! As we walk Karen points out birds – she is a font of knowledge and seems 

to be able to identify every bird by sight or sound. We get close up views of birds we have previously seen only 

from the truck and are particularly delighted to see a pair of Plumbeous Ibis, silhouetted on the branch of a tree, 

light catching the feathers of their recumbent crests.  

 

At the end of our walk is the wooden gate which officially denotes the beginning of the Pantanal – we have 

arrived!! 

 

A little further down the road we turn off the ‘Transpantaneira’ and proceed along the private 7km long 

driveway of our first lodge, Pouso Alegre. Travelling toward the lodge we stop to watch Black Skimmers criss-

crossing a pool. Never was a bird more aptly named! They fly at great speed, just above the surface, their 

elongated lower mandibles slicing through the water, collecting any small fish unlucky enough to be in the wrong 

place. We are also delighted to see our first Jabiru Stork, the largest stork in the world and the emblem of the 

Pantanal. Hugely impressive, they stride about on sturdy legs, white bodies with black, naked heads and necks, 

supporting massive bills. Where the neck and chest meet there is a band of vivid red skin, looking for all the 

world like a neckerchief, supporting what looks like a pendulous lump in the neck above. 

 

We settle into our rooms, simple but neat and clean, then assemble for a buffet meal – salads, rice and beans, 

meat (usually beef) or fish. Our final outing for the day is to be a night drive. It is starting to cool off so we wrap 

up more warmly. 

 

We drive slowly away from camp and back down the drive. Karen holds a spotting lamp which she uses to 

illuminate the trees. We are alert for noises. Although quieter than during the day the night has its own sounds - 

strange calls, and rustles in the undergrowth. It is quiet tonight though – Jacare Caiman eyes shine in the light of 

the lamp, and we see Greater Fishing Bats sweeping over the pools, while Night Herons scramble away, trying to 

avoid being observed. 

 

All too soon we are back at camp. It has been a wonderful start to the tour – we have seen so much already – but 

everyone is glad now, to fall into bed. 

Day 3 Thursday 1st August 

After a good night’s sleep and an early breakfast, we assemble for a walk around the grounds of the lodge. A few 

early birds have already been on an excursion. In the pre-dawn gloom Alzito has heard a Ferruginous Pygmy-

Owl calling, so, led by Karen we follow the sound. Our search takes us away from the lodge and into the 

undergrowth where our boots sink into the boggy ground. We stand under the tree where the owl appears to be, 

torches shining upward. So intent are we on our search that we fail to notice that we are all standing on an ant’s 

nest. The ants quickly run up our trouser legs, and proceed to bite us. We feel fiery pinpricks. Cursing and 

slapping at our legs we beat a hasty retreat (without having seen the owl).  
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We meet up with the rest of the group and skirt the buildings to start our walk at the birdfeeders. The lodge staff 

have already put out rice and seed on the ground and cut up chunks of papaya which they place in the crevices of 

trees and on a log shelf. We all feed the birds at home but this is something else! The ground is alive with 

Yellow-billed Cardinals. We had been excited to see one on our short walk the previous day, but here they are 

present in large flocks. The contrast between their bright red heads and black bibs make them look pristine as 

they peck about on the ground. Juveniles are present too, begging food from their rather startled looking parents. 

Interspersed between them are little Saffron Finches, the males with their yellow faces and breasts accompanied 

by rather drabber females, not yellow at all, but brownish olive, with streaking across the back, wings and chest. 

Shyer but dashing in and out are Pale-legged Horneros and Rufous Honeros (makers of a distinctive mud based 

and oven- like nest, entered through a vertical slash, which we see on ledges on the lodge outbuildings). Bolder 

are the Chopi Blackbirds who parade around, stealing food from the smaller birds, like the Sayaca Tanagers and 

Palm Tanagers.  

 

As the feeding station is alive with birds so too is the air alive with their calls. The twittering of the smaller 

finches is drowned out at times by the raucous cries of the Purplish Jays and the even louder, and more 

discordant, calls of the Chaco Chachalacas - a noise which will come to form the soundtrack of our time in 

Brazil, and which we will seem to hear in our sleep. Also capable of a huge range of vocalisations are the Great 

and Lesser Kiskadees, birds which will become regular sightings, so omnipresent are they. 

 

Then we hear a sound that we have not heard before – deep low-pitched croaks - and to our utter delight four 

Toco Toucans come to the feeders. Peering down from the trees they spy the papaya on the log feeder and 

descend, hopping along to locate the finest and largest pieces. They are indescribably beautiful. The sun shines 

on their huge, flame-orange bills making them seem iridescent. They cock their heads to observe us with their 

black, blue-ringed eyes. Picking up the papaya delicately with the very tip of their beaks, they throw their heads 

up and back, catching the fruit and letting it slide down their throats. They are so close that we can see their 

slender, rapier like tongues as they manipulate the food. We stand and watch them – so perfect are they that we 

can barely believe that they are real. 

 

Once they have gone we turn to leave – there are further surprises however. There behind us, circling and 

ascending a tree is a Narrow-billed Woodcreeper, probing the bark with its long curved bill, while a Peach-

fronted Parakeet squawks in the branches above. In the distance we see a South American Coati patrolling the 

fence line and then disappearing into the field, its banded tail held aloft. 

 

We walk out of the lodge grounds and along a corridor of gallery forest. Above us Black and Turkey Vultures 

circle. As we enter the forest Karen points out a fire ant tree (Tangarana Tree) and taps the trunk so that we can 

see the Fire Ants burst out from cracks in the bark. We can hear birds but not yet see them. It is hot, but not 

unbearably so. We see some beautiful butterflies, and the funnel like webs of ground dwelling spiders. When we 

look closely (but not too closely) we can see the front legs and heads of the spiders poking out of the funnels. 

We see Tapir tracks in the sandy path upon which we walk, and further on those of a Puma. 

 

All of a sudden we hear rustling and squeaks above us and look up to see a small troop of Long-tailed 

Marmosets moving through the lower canopy. They look down at us curiously – we are enchanted, and everyone 

gets a good view. Before they move off we see that one of them is carrying a baby, its tiny head peeking out from 

under its mother’s armpit. 
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A little further on our driver, Alzito, finds a Ferruginous Pygmy-Owl – this time we all get to see it, although as it 

is facing us we miss the ‘false eyes’ on the back of its head. 

 

For many the highlight of this walk is a sighting of the Great Potoo – truly a most astonishing bird! Quite large 

(about half a metre in length) its grey colouration and astounding mottled camouflage make it blend so well with 

the branches that at first it is almost impossible to make out. Stationary, and with eyes closed, it could be part of 

the tree. When observed through binoculars and through the scope we are able to see its wide mouth and tightly 

closed eyes, the feathers seeming so ‘furry’ in appearance that it looks like nothing more than a giant teddy bear. 

Once we have all studied it enough we creep away, not wanting to wake it. 

 

As we walk back into the lodge grounds we see a Blue-fronted Parrot stripping fruit from a tree and, near the 

bird feeders, two black and white Tegu, one very large indeed, their pink tongues flicking in and out as they walk. 

After a buffet lunch we drive out in the truck to a waterhole, passing a Jabiru Stork nest on the way, seeing 

Chestnut- bellied Guan and Red-throated Piping-Guan in small groups by the side of the road. On the fork of a 

distant dead tree we see two Toco Toucans and wonder if they are the ones that visited the feeding station earlier 

in the day. A highlight is seeing a Great Horned Owl asleep on its nest in the crook of a tree above us. In one 

day we have seen the region’s largest owl, and also its smallest! 

 

We park up at the waterhole and wait patiently for sundown, enjoying our ‘sundowners’, and a beautiful sunset, 

as we do so. It is very quiet there however – unfortunately the expected Tapir and Anteaters fail to materialise. 

The quiet is interrupted by the piping cries of an immature Great Black Hawk, perched in a dead tree on the 

other side of the waterhole. We watch some interesting behaviour at the edge of the waterhole. A Sunbittern 

appears and starts to creep along the water’s edge. It is obviously not a popular visitor however, and is seen off 

firstly by a pair of Wattled Jacana, then by an egret and finally by a Green Ibis who stalks it all the way around 

the waterhole. 

 

As the sky darkens we return to the lodge for our buffet meal, and to complete the bird list for the day. The day 

has not yet ended however, as another night drive has been scheduled. 

 

Wrapped up warmly we set off again in the truck, Karen with spotting lamp in hand. Almost immediately we see 

(and hear) Feral Pig rooting around, and, in the same vicinity are delighted to see Crab Eating Foxes. They are 

quite timid and so for a while all we see is a jigsaw of fox – first an ear, then a bit of tail or slice of back – never 

the complete animal. Then out of the gloom, and for the briefest of moments, we see the whole fox before it 

melts away into the night.  

 

We do well for deer on this night drive, seeing both Red and Brown Brocket Deer, and also a Marsh Deer. They 

are grazing near the watery pools and as we pass, turn to face us with limpid eyes, vegetation hanging from the 

sides of their mouths. 

 

As we pass a pool on the left Karen spots a Boat-Billed Heron - rather inconspicuous, with huge black eyes and 

a very broad, shovel-like bill. It is a rare find and very shy, so Karen only illuminates it for the briefest moment, 

as it scrambles to get out of the light and away from our gaze. 
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A little further along and the truck screeches to a halt as a Tapir appears! Lumbering out of the forest, its 

prehensile upper lip quivering, it approaches the road and then stops, having identified a tasty clump of 

vegetation. Cameras are going like crazy and everyone rushes to one side of the truck to get a better view, but the 

Tapir seems completely unconcerned, munching away, oblivious to our delighted presence. It squints around, big 

ears flicking, completely unconcerned, and stays in place for a good twenty minutes before mooching off, back 

into the trees.  

 

Feeling privileged to have shared these moments with the Tapir we retrace our steps, driving back to the lodge 

and talking excitedly about the things we have seen. As we pass, Karen’s lamp lights up the white wing and tail 

flashes of hunting Pauraque – it has been another wonderful day! 

Day 4 Friday 2nd August 

Although we are due to leave camp today for our long drive to Porto Jofre there is still time to make an early 

visit to the bird feeder. We are glad we do, as besides the birds that we had seen previously, some new visitors 

appear.  

 

Most startling are the Chestnut-eared Aracari. Belonging to the toucan group, but a lot smaller than the Toco 

Toucan, this is for many of us, an unfamiliar bird – but how colourful it is! Stripes of black, yellow and red cross 

its chest, whilst its back is a dark olive colour (with a red rump) and its head and collar a rich maroon – chestnut. 

Like all toucans it has a seriously impressive bill. Four birds appear, hopping onto the log feeder to select choice 

pieces of papaya. Everyone is delighted and once again the photographers are in heaven! 

 

A pair of Bare-faced Curassow stride in, the male somewhat more bold than the female. He approaches the 

feeder, a commanding presence with his shiny black plumage, white underparts and his stiff but jaunty crest. The 

female follows in his wake. She is more colourful (unusually) with a barred black and white upper body, buff 

coloured underparts. Her crest is equally impressive but is two tone, she looks for all the world as if she has been 

to the hairdresser’s for a demi wave. 

 

We are just about to leave when, under our astonished gaze, a Crab Eating Fox appears! Unlike the wary foxes of 

the previous night this one is ridiculously tame, strolling up to the feeder and gorging himself on rice, grain and 

fallen fruit. His ears flick back and forth as he feeds, and he seems completely unconcerned by the clicking 

cameras. As he turns to go we give out a collective sigh and take a breath. It really is time for us to go too as we 

make a final trip down the driveway of Puerto Alegre. We are heading for Jaguar country and the next stage of 

our Brazilian adventure. As we turn out of the drive and onto the ‘Transpantaneira’ two Hyacinth Macaws fly 

above us, straight as arrows. 

 

We have a long drive ahead of us – ‘No stopping’, says Karen, ‘unless we see something very special.’ On either 

side, pools and marshy areas flash past, populated with the hosts of water birds, capybaras and caimans with 

which we are now familiar. The truck jolts its way over potholes and we are eased carefully over precarious 

wooden bridges. Clouds of dust are thrown up – we are grateful for our dust masks and scarves. We receive 

(particularly those sitting in the front seats) the full exfoliating and sand blasting treatment! 
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All of a sudden the truck judders to a halt. We are oblivious, but eagle-eyed Karen has spotted a Lineated 

Woodpecker. Looking like Woody Woodpecker with its impressive pointed red crest, we watch it circling and 

tapping its way around the trunk of a nearby tree. 

 

Alzito turns the key in the ignition. Nothing happens. He tries again. The engine attempts to turn over, then 

coughs into silence. Karen laughs cheerfully, then a little more nervously as Alzito gets out of the driver’s cab 

and opens the bonnet to peer inside. Karen joins him and both stare at the engine. After a few moments Alzito 

reaches for the roadside mechanic’s weapon of choice – a spanner – and proceeds to attack the engine, while 

Karen floors the throttle. Passing motorists all stop to offer help, joining in with the assault under the bonnet, 

but without success. Alzito is no longer smiling. He calls the truck a rude word. It becomes clear that the engine 

is dead.  

 

Karen persuades the next driver who stops to drive her onto the next settlement so that she can get help – we 

are left by the side of the road, being awfully cheerful and British. The next vehicle to stop is a large pickup. 

After the obligatory tinkering under the bonnet, the owner decides that a better course of action is to attempt a 

jump start. It doesn’t work so he starts to tow us. We assume that he is taking us to the next town but in fact he 

takes us to the outskirts of a cattle farm, safer than staying on the road. All the men get out of the truck, look at 

the engine and then we start birding again. Unfortunately without Karen we are not always sure what it is that we 

are looking at. 

 

Karen appears to say that we have another truck two kilometres down the road that she will fetch, then drives 

off again with her obligingly helpful new friend. We continue to wait, Alzito continues to tinker with the engine, 

and then unbelievably… it starts! After clapping and cheering we are on our way, Alzito is now smiling again. We 

drive to the Mato Grosso Hotel where our new truck is waiting for us. While our luggage is transferred to the 

new vehicle we watch huge Caimans swim lazily in the river, while an Anhinga preens itself under the bridge and 

watchful Southern Crested Caracaras stare intently across the fields from the top of an enormous tree. We bid a 

sad farewell to Alzito, hoping that we will see him again at the final lodge, and then drive off towards Porto Jofre 

– we drive fast and have no time for stopping if we hope to get to the Flotel in good time. 

 

Eventually we arrive at Porto Jofre to board our speedboats for the upriver trip to the Flotel. We are impressed 

by the jetty steps and retaining wall which are entirely built from old car tyres. As we depart the jetty a pair of 

Hyacinth Macaws fly above us. The river is wide and seems to be running quite fast but our boat is efficient and 

we speed through the brown waters. If descending from the airplane at Cuiaba was like entering an oven, 

travelling to the Flotel is like driving into a fridge. The air is perceptibly colder, a sensation intensified by the 

speed at which we are moving. Apparently this part of the Pantanal is in the grip of a cold front moving up from 

Patagonia, and we can expect chilly conditions for all of the time that we here. Some members of our party are 

pleased to be out of the heat, but Karen is concerned, worried that the Jaguars are more likely to be hiding out in 

their den areas shivering, rather than patrolling the riversides. We have our fingers crossed! 

 

We see the Flotel approaching. A two storey houseboat, moored near the mouth of the Tres Irmaos River, it is 

tucked against the bank in the centre of the ‘Jaguar Zone’. There are no other houseboats near. We climb onto 

the deck and are given an introductory talk by Susannah, then taken to our rooms. We are thrilled with them. 

Wide beds with mosquito nets above, beautiful, colourful fabric pictures on the walls, plenty of space for bags 
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and possessions. Huge windows with large sliding doors opening onto a walkway, give a view of the river and 

vegetation on the other bank. If Pousa Alegre was nice but basic, this is a luxury hideaway! 

 

After a short break, and a delicious buffet lunch, we return to the boat for our first river exploration of the area. 

Over the next couple of days we will explore the Cuiaba River and its tributaries, the Piquira, Sao Lorenco and 

Tres Irmaos Rivers. We are all very excited – will we see a Jaguar on our very first outing?  

 

Crossing the wide Cuiaba River we cruise more slowly along its tributaries, scanning the sandy banks and reed 

beds and peering intently into areas where the forest comes down to the river’s edge. There is life all around us. 

Caimans lurk in the shallows while families of Capybara watch us pass. Neotropic Cormorants and Anhinga 

perch on overhanging branches, holding out their wings like wet washing to dry. As we approach they hold their 

nerve, and then, at the last moment, clatter away, skimming low over the water whilst emitting grunting alarm 

calls. On a sandbank above us we get good views of a pair of Southern Screamers, who pace on thick coral pink 

legs, a colour which matches their facial skin and contrasts well with their black collars and erect grey crests. The 

riverbanks hold the full complement of herons – the ever present Cocoi Heron, together with Striated Herons, 

Black-crowned Night Herons, Rufescent Tiger Herons and Capped Herons, while everywhere there are 

kingfishers, Ringed and Amazon Kingfishers, flying fast and direct, low over the water, or perched on 

overhanging branches, staring intently downwards. 

 

The radio cackles into life. We do not understand what is said, but assume it is something of importance as the 

boatman opens the throttle and the boat speeds away. We zoom off, tearing along the waterways, banking as we 

corner and sending such a wash up onto the banks and through the reed beds that Caimans and Capybara retreat 

to cover. Soon we are joined in our mad dash by other boats, all heading for the same encounter. We halt by a 

sand bank – there are other boats there, but as yet, we do not know what we are supposed to be looking at.  

 

Then, from the left comes the unmistakable outline of a Jaguar, pacing out from the trees, into the open, moving 

slowly but purposefully. Our first Jaguar! Hero! He swings to face us, a battered, thin old face, the eyes 

somewhat sunken and the coat colour faded with age. He used to be an alpha male but is now past his prime. It 

is a hard life for a beyond his peak male jaguar – trying to find food, hoping to get a mate and all the while 

defending territory against younger, fitter rivals. Not the most handsome of jaguars but still a living breathing, 

wild old warrior. He walks carefully along the sandbank and then disappears into the trees at the other side. 

Simultaneously we all let out a breath – we are beaming. While we wait to see if he will reappear we see the most 

incredible thing. Sitting on a shrub directly opposite is a tiny bird, the brightest splash of vivid scarlet, a black 

mask across its eye. It is a male Vermilion Flycatcher and we watch in wonder as he flits about seeking flies then 

returns to the same shrub. So absorbed are we that we almost miss Hero’s reappearance, this time from the right, 

crossing the same sandbank but at a lower level, almost at eyeline with us in the boat. He walks past, paddling 

through the water and then disappears up a small creek, nose lowered, looking for caiman. What an end to our 

very first day in the ‘Jaguar Zone’. We have seen a jaguar – the pressure is off! 

 

We return to the Flotel talking excitedly, and enjoy a hearty buffet meal. Later that evening we listen to a 

fascinating talk on Ocelots, given by Susannah, then it’s bed. We retreat out our rooms, still on a high after our 

encounter with Hero – what will tomorrow bring? 
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Day 5 Saturday 3rd August 

Up early and full of anticipation after yesterday’s sightings. After a filling breakfast we quickly climb aboard the 

boat – we are on a strict rota for seats which is fair. It is freezing cold – those of us who were pre-warned about 

possible icy temperatures are wearing our thermals under a number of layers and are very grateful for them. 

Others are wrapped in blankets. Sitting at the front of the boat is something of a double edged sword – you get 

the best view undoubtedly but it is also the coldest place, as you also get the full force of the wind, particularly 

when the boat is speeding toward a Jaguar. 

 

Our first major sighting is not of a Jaguar however, but of the Pantanal’s other major predator - the Giant River 

Otter. A family of three adults are rolling over in a floating clump of water hyacinths, squealing loudly to each 

other and feeding on fish, held between their front paws. We watch them, thrilled by their antics, by their 

careless mastery of their watery environment, by their pleasure in each other’s company, by their joi de vivre. All 

too soon they break away, swimming quickly along the edge of the river, to emerge one after another at a chosen 

spot, where they lope up the bank. It is only as they leave the water that we are able to see their full size, and 

marvel at it. At least a metre and a half long, sleek and undulating they bounce up the bank rubbing themselves 

in the sand, scent marking and scratting, all the while screaming loudly and running to each other to exchange 

greetings. We are able to see the dark patterning on their pale throats, their opaque eyes. After marking their 

territory they disappear over the brow of the sand bank – it has been a remarkable encounter. 

 

But we are off, at top speed. We now know that this means that a Jaguar has been sighted, and hope, in delicious 

anticipation, that we will be lucky enough to see it before it disappears. In the distance we can see a group of 

boats, making a respectful semi-circle around something in the water. As we get closer we can see that the 

‘something’ is the head of a Jaguar swimming out to a dead caiman, floating with its white, swollen belly 

uppermost. The Jaguar, Ginger, latches on with her jaws and encircles the caiman with her front paws. The body 

of the caiman bobs in the water as she drags it toward the bank. Taking fierce hold she drags it out of the water 

and leaps up the almost vertical bank, the caiman’s body dangling beneath her. We can see that the caiman is 

almost as big as Ginger but she makes the pull look effortless. Once she reaches the top of the bank, she briefly 

looks round, then disappears with her prize.  

 

Almost immediately we are off again. This time our viewing is brief, but still satisfying. Semi-concealed within 

the undergrowth, under an overhanging tree, we can just make out splashes of yellow and black. As we 

concentrate the pattern coalesces and we fill in the gaps to make out the shape of a reclining Jaguar, gazing at us 

with fiery eyes, a black tipped tail flicking. This is Bianca. Some of us see a second shape in the darkness, but it is 

further back and indistinct, possibly Bianca’s grown cub Tina. 

 

We break off and start to patrol upriver, in an opposite direction to the other boats. We watch a troop of Black-

capped Capuchin Monkeys making their way from tree to tree, feeding and dropping fruits to the forest floor 

beneath. We are delighted by the Black-capped Donacobius with its bold yellow eye, its wide repertoire of calls 

and its musical name (which actually means ‘reed living’). 

 

The radio alerts us to the presence of another Jaguar. This is no graceful female, or elderly male, but Henry, a 

male in his prime. He strides confidently along the bank as if he owns it, large and stocky, with a bruiser’s face. 

This gait is that of a bouncer. As he walks his oversized muscles ripple, and he stops to casually spray at the 
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corner of his territory, raising his tail and shimmying it, before sniffing his mark and walking away. Apparently he 

is the current alpha male, and has been seen mating with a number of the females. It is a brief glimpse but what 

strikes us is how different the Jaguars are, not just in appearance but also in character and demeanour. 

 

The morning trip has one final surprise for us, and for many it is the best of all. We are called to a sighting some 

distance away, and when we arrive many boats have got there before us. There is no missing this Jaguar. A 

beautiful female, she is lying in the vegetation on a bend of the river, contemplating us. She sits up, grooms 

herself with her large pink tongue, flicks her ears then collapses again on her side, stretching out her front legs. 

Soon she is sitting up again and yawns, once, twice, three times. She gets up and is sick. At first we think it is just 

a furball but there seems to be too much fluid for that. She strolls away, then mounts a fallen tree and sashays 

along the trunk, lying along it. But not for long - she is restless, and soon gets up, repeating the yawns but also 

the sickness. We are concerned for her. She turns on her heel and walks back toward the undergrowth. Have we 

seen the last of her?  

 

On the riverbank, a little way away, sits a lone Capybara, contemplatively chewing. Together with some other 

boats we pull into the reeds near to him. At first all is quiet then there is a mutter and a whisper from the guides. 

‘Uma onca’. Barely daring to breathe we turn our heads to look to the right. The female, Nessie, is silently 

approaching , following the curve of the riverbank. The Capybara continues to chew -unconcerned, he has not 

seen her - but the Jaguar has eyes only for him. It seems like the whole world has fallen silent as we watch the 

ongoing drama. Slowly, slowly, Nessie creeps forward, head down, back lowered, muscles tense, tail still, eyes 

boring into the Capybara. The tension rises. As she gets within pouncing distance Nessie freezes – it is as if the 

world has stopped, we are all holding our breath. Then in an instant she jumps forward and runs, propelled by 

powerful back muscles, covering the ground in enormous bounds. It seems inevitable that the Capybara’s bloody 

fate is sealed but at the very last moment he sees her from the corner of his eye and with a bark of alarm leaps 

forward, straight into the reeds and water and disappears. Nessie skitters to a halt and looks around – the 

Capybara is gone! There is an audible sigh as we release our bated breath. Nessie sits for a moment looking 

puzzled, then proceeds to lick her shoulder and side, a displacement activity borne of frustration, before 

sauntering off as if nothing of importance had just happened.  

 

Stunned we return to the Flotel, to talk about the excitement of the morning over lunch. It has been thrilling but 

the final incident has left some of us feeling unsettled – yes we desperately wanted Nessie to get her meal, and 

the hunt was so thrilling, but did we really want to see the Capybara being killed, with the attendant pain and 

blood and fear? 

 

After lunch and a rest we return to the boat for our afternoon trip. It is still quite cold. We see a lone Black 

Howler Monkey huddled in the branches of a tree, his back toward us. But then we are called onwards, another 

Jaguar has been sighted. On turning a bend of the river we see the boats. The nearby trees are hung with Black 

Vultures all watching something in the shallow water by the riverbank. As we get closer we see that it is Hero, 

struggling with something in the water. An enormous bloated caiman lies on its back in the shallows, obviously 

long dead. Hero is trying to pull it away up the bank. Gripping it, he first pulls one way, dragging it by the tail but 

the caiman is heavy and unwieldy, and its legs keep getting snagged by overhanging tree branches and roots. 

Hero tugs and pulls but the caiman will only move so far and then will not budge. Reversing Hero tries to pull 

from the head end, attempting to drag the body into a thicket, under some overhanging branches. Again and 

again his efforts are thwarted by the awkwardness of the inert body, and he has to stop, exhausted. As he retreats 
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to contemplate his next move some of the bolder vultures descend, and inspect the carcass more closely. They 

are forced to flap away clumsily as Hero’s head appears from the undergrowth. and he charges out to repel them. 

After what seems an age Hero manages to drag the body along the riverbank and into the thicket created by 

overhanging branches and tree roots, out of sight of the vultures who gather at the entrance, peering in forlornly. 

Through gaps in the vegetation we can just about see glimpses of a yellow and black body furred body and the 

pale underbelly of the caiman. Initially Hero seems to have difficulty breaking the skin, but then he obviously 

succeeds, as an overpowering stench rolls out, almost knocking us back in our seats. At first all is quiet, except 

for the occasional cracking and ripping noise but then we hear something else. A low growling rumble that 

escalates into the sound of two big cats fighting, yowling and spitting - clearly another Jaguar has smelt the 

carcass.  

 

We hope that after all his hard work and effort Hero will not be robbed of his prize, or worse, badly injured or 

even killed. It is difficult to imagine him holding out for long against a younger, fitter, more determined rival. 

The sounds of combat continue for a while and then stop, as quickly as they had begun. The silence lengthens 

and we sit waiting to see if a victor will emerge, hoping desperately that it is Hero. Then just as we are giving up 

hope, a battered head emerges from the undergrowth, with a torn and bloody ear – it is Hero! Against the odds 

he has retained his trophy – he is victorious! Breathing sighs of relief we leave him to feed, and return to the 

Flotel. 

 

That evening we enjoy a fascinating talk by Nickolas, who is in charge of the Jaguar project. He takes details of 

the sightings that we have made to date and maps them onto his database which is being used to record not only 

the individuals that have been seen, but also their locations and behaviours. This information will be used to 

work out the Jaguars’ territories, their interpersonal relationships and also their behaviour patterns. So far the 

database holds information about 165 Jaguars resident in the area, and photographs of each one which can be 

used to identify them. Like a fingerprint, each Jaguar has individual markings, particularly obvious on their faces. 

Nickolas explains how the money that we have spent on our trip, and the information that we are able to pass 

on, can be used to help conserve the Jaguars in the Pantanal – we are extremely gratified that our small efforts 

are going to be of use in this vitally important work. Tired, but exhilarated after our action packed day, we retire 

to bed – five different sightings of Jaguars in one day, four different animals - could it get any better? 

Day 6 Sunday 4th August 

Up early, and we settle into, what has now become, our usual daily routine. A good breakfast followed by our 

first boat trip of the day. It is six degrees, but by this afternoon it will be 38 – quite a difference. As we enter the 

back channels we see a nuclear family of Capybara swimming along the river’s edge – mum, dad and a young 

baby who sticks very close its mother. They climb onto a narrow strip of mud where the parents start to eat, 

regarding us solemnly. The baby huddles between its mother’s legs and peaks out at us.  

 

A little further along the river a battle for life or death is occurring. A Great Black Hawk has pinned down Green 

Iguana and is attempting to dispatch it. The Green Iguana has a large wound on its head, above the right eye, 

from which blood is pouring. It has retreated to the water where it stands, the front of its body raised, mouth 

wide open, still defiant, a defiance borne of desperation . The hawk stands above the iguana, one foot raised with 

claws extended, attempting to grab it, yet loathe to go too near the water in case it overbalances and falls. 

Another hawk sits on a nearby branch, watching the action with apparent disinterest. For while there is stalemate 
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- the hawk lunges, the iguana snaps and thrashes its tail. The wound on the iguana’s head looks terminal but it 

doesn’t give up. Suddenly the iguana twists its body and turns, making a desperate rush for the shelter of 

overhanging branches. The hawk, seeing its prey disappearing in front of its eyes makes a final lunge, grabbing its 

tail in its claws as the iguana pushes away. For a moment the iguana is pinioned, but then with a final spurt it 

wriggles free and escapes into the protection of the overhang, leaving the hawk looking desolately at its retreating 

form. We move on. Will the iguana survive? We don’t know but hope that it does – its courage deserves to be 

rewarded. 

 

We have two short Jaguar sightings this morning, and then a longer one. Our first sighting is of Ginger who we 

initially spot, partially concealed in the undergrowth. Her full shape is revealed when she emerges, walking along 

the bank above us, moving in and out of the dappled shade, then strolls along a sandbank, looking as if she is 

going no where in particular – she is certainly a stunning looking cat! Later we pass the site of Hero’s struggle 

with the dead caiman to see him in the same place, fast asleep. We are pleased to see him again, and pleased that 

he is obviously relaxed and repleat, having feasted well on his prize. Our final Jaguar sighting of the morning is 

of Nessie rounding the top of another sandbank then walking down it and along the riverside, pacing through 

the water before she turns to retrace her steps and disappear into the treeline. All highly satisfying sightings. It is 

good to catch up with old friends.  

 

Moving away from the main channels our pace slows and we concentrate on the birdlife around us for a time. 

White-winged Swallows and Southern Rough-winged Swallows sitting in groups, twitter and swoop past us, and 

we are delighted to see a Rufous-tailed Jacamar, sitting on an open branch to our left. Facing away from us 

initially, we get a good view of its shining, metallic, golden green back, before it turns to display its white throat 

and beautiful red underparts. A Barred Antshrike hops in and out of the scrub at the water’s edge, while in the 

higher branches we get good views of both Little and Squirrel Cuckoos with their long barred tails, reddish 

brown backs and shining red eyes. A Green Iguana sits in the upper branches of a spindley tall shrub, so well 

camouflaged that it is hard to pick out initially. As we slow to watch it, it sees us and retreats back behind the 

leaves. We wonder what has become of the injured iguana that we saw with the hawk earlier in the morning. 

 

As we return to one of the main tributaries we hear a commotion. Three adult Giant River Otters are swimming 

furiously along the bank shrieking and screaming with irritation. They briefly emerge on the bank, scratching and 

scatting, then return to the water, still calling to eachother. They charge toward a small island where they pull 

themselves out of the water, looking around intently. Maybe they have scented the presence of a rival family or 

are just being more aggressive than usual in marking out their territory boundaries.  

 

Once on the island they seem to relax more, greeting each other affectionately, rubbing their heads against each 

other’s flanks. The male rolls luxuriantly in the soft soil, exposing the full length of his belly to the sun. Eyes 

closed he stretches and yawns, showing sharp white teeth. The two females plop into the water and return a few 

moments later with Armoured Catfish in their jaws – there’s obviously an abundance of fish in these waters – 

catching fish is as easy as falling off a log! Both remain in the water at the edge of the island, holding the fish in 

their front paws, biting into the hard outer casings to the flesh inside. The fish twitch and flap. The male comes 

down and helps himself to one of the fish heads which he takes away to eat. For around 20 minutes the otters 

feed, clean themselves and roll, then they return to the water to continue their noisy journey along the bank and 

pass out of sight. It has been a fascinating encounter and we are looking forward to tonight’s lecture when we 
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will find out more about the lives and behaviour of these sociable and intriging animals from Susannah, who is in 

charge of the Giant Otter research project. 

 

After a tasty buffet lunch we have time to ourselves. Some people rest or read, while others watch birds, either 

those on the opposite bank of the river or those behind our moorings where there is a narrow channel leading 

away into the forest. A timid Grey-necked Wood Rail picks its way along the water’s edge, watched by three 

caimans. Cichlids are visible in the murky water, while a resident Amazon Kingfisher keeps watch, and a Cocoi 

Heron stalks along into deeper water. 

 

Soon it is time to depart again for our afternoon boat trip. Almost immediately we are speeding away – a Jaguar 

has been sighted. As we get close the river is almost blocked by a large number of boats, and we can barely see 

anything of the Jaguar (probably Henry) lying down in the vegetation. All we can see is a glimpse of back, of 

yellow and black. Deciding that we might have more luck elsewhere we break away and return to the quieter 

channels where we are the only boat, and the pace less frenetic. 

 

We luxuriate in the peace and quiet, the ripple of the water, the welcome appearance of the sun warming our 

bodies, the sway of the reeds and Water Hyacinths, and the sounds of birds all around us. Then the radio 

squawks and we’re off …. another Jaguar has been sighted.  

 

At first we cannot see anything – Ginger is low down in the long reeds, sleeping. There are a lot of other boats 

present. We look and look, getting impatient. Some people think they can see vague glimpse of yellow and black. 

Is it a view or just imagination fired by wishful thinking? We are used, by now, to seeing Jaguars sitting up, in full 

view, or pacing along the sandbanks – could we be getting blasé, frustrated when our sighting isn’t perfect? Then 

we see it – the merest flick of a blacktipped tail, there, behind the pink flower! We are luckier a little later to see 

Amber, reclining by a dead tree posing perfectly for photographs (apart from the twig, partially obscuring her 

face – how fussy we have become!). 

 

Boats start to drift off, and we do too, just further along the river bank, pulling deep into the reeds so that we 

can drink our sundowners. We are chatting happily, as the light fades - then Karen notices the slightest 

movement, out of the corner of her eye. ‘She’s looking at us’, she whispers and we freeze, holding our tinned 

drinks and also our breath. Our heads move slowly and our eyes strain in the gloom. At first we cannot see her, 

but then we do – a catlike shape creeping towards us, the reeds swishing and parting as she moves. It is Ginger. 

She has doubled back and approaches from the right, passing almost in front of our boat, and then down to the 

very water’s edge. From her intent stare, silent approach and crouched position it is clear that she is hunting 

caiman. We are the only boat there – she is so close we can see her whiskers – it is getting dark – the night has 

fallen silent – just us, and the hunting cat. It is a moment of magic – our own Jaguar burns her shape into our 

retinas and into our memories. But we must leave, it is getting very dark and the boat has no headlights. Leaving 

Ginger to her hunt we speed back to the Flotel, so stunned by our final encounter that no one says a word. 

Day 7 Monday 5th August 

Today we are not starting our day in search of Jaguars. Instead we are heading in the opposite direction, up the 

Cuiaba River, on a long journey to see Hyacinth Macaws. 
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We are delighted to see a troop of Brown-capped Capuchin Monkeys in the trees to our right, moving across, 

leaping from tree to tree and stopping to feed on fruit. One of the monkeys is a baby, a perfect miniature of its 

mother. The two sit side by side, the baby watching its mother carefully, copying every action, its little face 

screwing up in concentration, its brown eyes darting. 

 

We pass a fluttering of butterflies, a mix of yellows and whites, who group together on the sandbank, using their 

probosces to delicately suck salts from white bird ureates. Further along the same sandbank is a platoon of Black 

Skimmers, lined up with precision, like aircraft, while a pair of Large-billed Terns guard the nest that they have 

made in a scrape on the sand. A Pied Plover hurries away. To our delight we see that she has three tiny chicks, 

little balls of mottled fluff, impossibly small. She stops near the top of the sandbank and fluffs out her feathers, 

crouching down. The babies shelter under her breast. All that can be seen of them is their stick like, little red 

legs. 

 

We moor up at Pousada Piquira. As we disembark we can hear the squawk of parrots and a Roadside Hawk 

swoops down, alighting on our boatman’s head. As we enter the camp we can see that it is alive with birds. Many 

dozens of Chestnut-bellied Guan and Blue-throated Piping Guan patrol the area under the trees, scattering at our 

approach, while above us Chaco Chachalacas let loose their noisy cries. Monk Parakeets fly from tree to tree 

shrieking as they do so, while at the edge of the camp, sitting with her back to us, is a Blue-crowned Trogon. A 

Straight-billed Woodcreeper circles a tree, using its long bill to excavate insects and grubs. A pair of Hyacinth 

Macaws fly noisily past then alight in the next tree, squabbling while they investigate a hole in its trunk. This is 

the first time we have seen these birds up close. They are truly spectacular. Huge and impossibly violet-blue (but 

looking black in some light), with wickedly curved, black bills which, at present, they are using to enlarge the hole 

in the tree. It is a Scheelea Palm, which produces a nut extremely popular as a food source, and which has drawn 

the macaws to this area. A circle of bright yellow skin serves to emphasise their black eyes, and edges their lower 

mandible. As we approach they take flight, heading for a tree on the edge of the camp, where they join four 

other Hyacinth Macaws and a lone Southern Crested Caracara, which sits gazing into the far distance as if 

attempting to ignore the macaws raucous cries and quarrelsome behaviour.  

 

After watching them for a while we turn away, distracted by a splash of scarlet on the fence wire – another 

stunning Vermilion Flycatcher – and the macaws take the opportunity to fly further across the fields, screaming 

and squawking as they go. We walk round to the front of the lodge where the owner awaits us, having scattered 

rice and grain on the ground in order to attract more birds. A tame Blue-fronted Parrot is persuaded to step onto 

a long pole and introduced to us. In front of us is a frenzy of feeding birds – Chestnut-bellied and Blue-throated 

Piping-Guans, Yellow-billed Cardinals, Saffron Finches, Scaled Pigeons, Ruddy and Picui Ground-Doves and 

White-tipped Doves. A female Bare-faced Curassow comes running over and proceeds to beat up the Guans, 

leaping into the air and striking at them with her claws. They give her a wide berth and she proceeds to hoover 

up the food. 

 

All too soon we have to return to the boat. As we pull away a group of 15 Capybara follow us along the opposite 

river bank.  

 

After lunch and a rest at the Flotel we are off for our last afternoon boat trip. We turn toward the Jaguar Zone, 

in the hope of final sightings before we have to make the journey back to Porto Jofre tomorrow. It doesn’t take 

long before the boat is again speeding off in pursuit of Jaguar. It is the sublime Ginger again, walking along the 
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river bank, then descending to paddle along the water’s edge, before returning to the high bank and disppearing 

out of view. Our second sighting of the afternoon is of Nessie, resting under the same tree that we had seen her 

under before – obviously a favoured spot. She flicks her tail at us and yawns. We watch her as she rises, walks to 

the water’s edge and starts to swim along it with confident ease, moving silently through the reeds. Then, as we 

watch, she turns and swims across the river in front of us, strong, powerful strokes taking her quickly to the 

opposite bank where she pulls herself out of the water and slips away into the forest.  

 

We return to the Flotel feeling honoured to have spent so much time with the Jaguars of the Pantanal. Before we 

came we would have been pleased to see just one Jaguar, but to have seen so many, and to have had a window 

on their world seems now to be the greatest privilege. We reflect upon this, and our extraordinary good fortune, 

while we eat our evening meal and wait for Nikolas’s presentation on the Hyacinth Macaw. 

Day 8 Tuesday 6th August 

We are a quiet bunch on our way back downriver to Porto Jofre, sorry to leave the Flotel and its Jaguars, but the 

region has one final surprise for us. There, on the bank, a short distance from the Flotel, is an unexpected Jaguar 

who has come down to the water to drink. This is Roxanne. Much shyer than the Jaguars of the Jaguar Zone she 

takes one look at us and retreats quickly, to the safety of the treeline, where she sits, semi-concealed, staring out 

at us balefully, waiting for us to leave. Which we do.  

 

At Porto Jofre a pleasant surprise awaits – our driver Alzito, with our old truck, now mended. We barrel back 

down the ‘Transpantaneira’, with its potholes and dust. At our toilet spot there are a pair of Hyacinth Macaws, 

billing and cooing in a palm tree, playing peek-a-boo with its fronds. As we leave, three further Hyacinth Macaws 

cross our path, then fly parallel to the truck.  

 

When we get back to km 66, we turn onto the 3 km long private drive of our final lodge, SouthWild Pantanal 

Lodge. Bungalow rooms form a L shape around a central space where there is a swimming pool, while a few 

metres away is the Pixaim River. Monk Parakeets chatter in a tree on the bank, while a lone Capybara sits 

beneath, in the shade. In the distance we can see Jabiru Towers, a tall observation tower built next to the nest of 

a pair of habituated Jabiru Storks, which we can see surveying the flat grassland from their vantage point. In 

front of the rooms is a covered passageway with comfortable chairs and hammocks, ideal for relaxed 

birdwatching. We unload the luggage, go to the dining room for a tasty buffet meal and then rest. It is hot here, 

so some people lie in hammocks, a few hardy souls go for a dip in the pool and then use the loungers to 

sunbathe, while others have a walk around looking for wildlife.  

 

Later in the afternoon we go for a river trip. It seems very quiet here and we are the only boats patrolling the 

river. An Amazon Kingfisher flies down and perches on the prow of our boat, cocking its head and fixing us 

with its beady eye, expectant. The kingfishers are used to having fish thrown for them, and so the boatmen take 

dead fish from a pail, threading each one with a short length of reed so that it will float. We are told where the 

fish will land in the water and watch as the kingfishers swoop down. Each kingfisher splashes into the water like 

a bullet, to collect its fish. There is a further explosion as the bird powers up, cutting through the surface tension, 

carrying its prize away to an overhanging branch, where it beats the dead fish furiously, prior to throwing it up in 

the air and catching it again, head downwards, then swallows it. The same performance is repeated a number of 

times for different kingfishers, for a Large-billed Tern, who is often much faster than the kingfishers so steals 
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fish from under their noses, and for a rather clumsy Black-collared Hawk who does not seem to have grasped 

what is expected. 

 

We travel on downriver, stopping under the bridge at the Mato Grosso Hotel to inspect a colony of Long Nosed 

Bats, who are roosting there, before returning to our lodge. 

 

We make an evening visit to the Ocelot Hide, walking past the ‘Attention Jaguar Zone’ sign which warns us not 

to venture singly, past this point, but always to be in pairs as a minimum. We have already been told not to walk 

around the lodge after dark or in the early mornings as Jaguars have been seen in the grounds. We are somewhat 

disturbed to see that we will not be alone in the hide but have to share it with at least 30 Japanese tourists, all, it 

would seem, wielding high-end cameras and enormous lenses, chattering furiously. Once at the hide, we watch 

the Ocelot researcher draping chicken strips over logs and tree branches and sit back, in the darkness, hoping 

that the ocelots will come. Darkness falls, as the shadows lengthen, and we sit in silence, eyes straining for 

movement, listening to the sounds of the night. The seconds turn to minutes and then to hours. We hear the 

sounds of night birds, the croak of frogs and rustling of the undergrowth, but no Ocelots appear. Moths and 

other insects flutter around the halogen lights. Suddenly there is movement and everyone starts forward. Its not 

an Ocelet but a beautiful Tropical Screech Owl who glides in, on silent wings, and perches on an exposed tree 

branch, looking intently down, watching a large black beetle scurrying across the floor. Cameras go into 

motordrive as hundreds of photos are taken, but it doesn’t seem to bother the bird. 

 

After two hours we must leave the hide – we are disappointed not to have seen the Ocelot, but we are here for 

another two nights so there is still time, and the owl was lovely. We return to the lodge for our evening meal and 

bed. 

Day 9 Wednesday 7th August 

We get up early to walk round the lodge looking at birds on the feeders. One tree is hung with sugar-water 

feeders and has attracted a large number of birds – Silver-beaked Tanagers, Yellow-rumped Caciques, and Sayaca 

Tanagers all jostle for feeding stations. We are stunned by the beauty of the Orange-backed Troupials - their 

dazzling orange backs, heads and bellies, the vividness of the colour emphasised by the jet black of their faces, 

bibs, tails and wings. Like circus performers they suspend themselves from the branches, stretching to feed, 

upside down. A Glittering-throated Emerald Hummingbird makes periodic visits to the feeders, hanging 

vertically in the air, wings beating furiously, long bill delicately inserted into the feeding tube. It zooms away, 

needing to rest, before returning. Rice and corn, scattered on the ground, attracts hordes of Yellow-billed 

Cardinals, Saffron Finches, Chopi Blackbirds, Pale-legged Hornaros, Blue-throated and Red-throated Guan and 

Chaco Chachalacas. A pair of Bare-faced Curassow stalk through the grounds. 

 

After breakfast we take a walk through the forest. It is hot and humid, and the forest is very dry. We are in the 

‘Jaguar Zone’ and see jaguar footprints, from a number of different individuals, in the sandy tracks on which we 

walk. Another group has told us of seeing three Jaguars (a mother and two grown cubs) swimming across the 

river in front of them – we wonder if we will be so lucky, although it would probably not be so good to come 

across them as we walk. We hear the sound of a Tapir crashing through the undergrowth but do not catch a 

glimpse of it. Sitting high up in the crook of a tree is a Great Potoo, so well concealed that at first we do not 

recognise it as a bird – it looks like nothing more than an algae covered, lichen-encrusted broken branch. We get 
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distant and indistinct views of a Blue-crowned Trogon. The path winds and turns, bringing us back to the 

riverbank, and to the lodge.  

 

We return for lunch and a rest – some people use the time to make a rickety assent of Jabiru Towers, throwing 

open the trapdoor to climb onto the platform, from where they get good views of an adult Jabiru Stork, along 

with three chicks. The heat beats down on the outsize nest, the babies pant, and the adult shades them with its 

wings. Within the sticks of the nest a group of Monk Parakeets have built their nests too, and they fly about 

squawking. On the ground, in a small pool, the other adult Jabiru Stork strides about, stabbing into the muddy 

water in an attempt to impale fish, frogs, and large insects that can be given to its hungry brood. Periodically the 

Jabiru stops and appears to gulp at the water, throwing it back into its throat where it collects, just above the red 

band, as a goitreous swelling – it is collecting water to take to its babies which, until they fly from the nest, will 

have no access to water of their own. 

 

After the hottest part of the afternoon has passed we drive back to the ‘Transpantaneira’, and turn left. The dry 

fields spread out around us as we trundle along, almost slipping into a doze. We are jolted to attention by Alzito, 

abruptly stopping the truck and pointing out something to Karen. At first we see nothing, but then from across 

the fields a grey/black rock seems to move. With mounting excitement we realise that we are looking at a Giant 

Anteater, making its determined but ponderous way around termite mounds, bushes and rocks heading straight 

for us. We are beside ourselves with excitement! The anteater keeps coming – with its poor eyesight and hearing, 

and the fact that the wind is blowing away from the anteater and towards us, it is oblivious to our presence. It 

comes to the edge of the field, pushes through the fence, and starts to cross the road in front of us. As it 

appears, unobscured by vegetation, we marvel at its thick, grey fur, with the diagonal black stripe across its 

shoulder, its tiny head with that amazing long nose, curved, almost touching the road as it walks, the great bush 

of its tail. We see its powerful black, inward curved claws, used to rip open termite mounds, bent under its feet 

as it walks. After crossing it walks along the verge of the road for some time, before turning again and ambling 

off into another field. Karen is surprised to see an anteater here, they are more commonly sighted at Pouso 

Alegre – we cannot believe our luck! 

 

Still talking about the anteater, we head back towards the lodge. Suddenly there is another call. There, on the left 

hand side, is a Tapir, feeding on vegetation growing on the edge of a small pool. Stoic as always, the Tapir 

munches away, rolling the food round in its mouth, looking down its Roman nose for more, tastier morsels. A 

big scar is visible on its ample flank. The tapir is a large, solid looking animal with smooth, shiny skin, pushed 

out by the fat reserves beneath. It looks for all the world like some make- believe creature, made up from the left 

over parts of others – an antelope’s body shape, an elephant’s trunk, a pig’s feet, Mickey Mouse’s ears, all blown 

up with a pneumatic pump – it is adorable! 

 

We return to the Ocelot Hide this evening. Again we watch the research assistant placing chicken out. We are 

hopeful, but we were hopeful last night too. We settle down for a long wait, but then, within ten minutes of our 

arrival, right where the trees thicken and the undergrowth begins, we see a pale ghostly shadow, hovering. Long 

moments pass, our lungs hurt with the effort of holding our breath, no-one speaks. Then, ever so delicately, the 

Ocelot silently steps into the circle of light, turning its head, its blazing eyes pinning us to our seats. It is 

heartbreakingly beautiful.  
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The Jaguars were commanding, but this is breathtaking. Huge luminous eyes, pools of fire in a high cheek-boned 

face, black lines extending from the corners of its eyes up to its forehead - a soft, pink nose twitches. Stripes of 

black run down its neck, across its body down to its flanks and legs, over fur of palest fawn on its back and sides, 

white beneath. On its back and sides the black stripes break to form rosettes, each one surrounding darker fawn. 

The Ocelot yawns, then raises its head and sniffs the air. Effortlessly it leaps up onto the tree branches on which 

the chicken is placed, and lithely walks the length of them, picking off chicken as it goes, stopping to chew and 

swallow the meat, crouching as it does so, looking round all the while. We hear the bones crunch, as they are 

broken by the Ocelot’s sharp, white teeth. Sometimes the Ocelot seems to freeze, turning its face directly to us, 

its eyes, unblinking, feel as if they are looking directly into our souls. All too soon the chicken is gone, and with 

that the Ocelot jumps down, and melts back into the darkness. We shake ourselves – the magic spell has been 

broken. 

 

As we gaze longingly in the direction in which the Ocelot disappered, we become conscious of muttered 

conversations going on between the research assistants and guides, and a shuffling of feet. It appears that a Tapir 

has come to the Tapir Hide and is eating mangoes – would we like to see it? It seems unlikely now that the 

Ocelot will return, so we decamp and head for the Tapir Hide. There, a large female Tapir stands, eating pieces 

of mango, thrown for her by the tapir research assistants. The mango is thrown, she turns at the sound and 

snuffles at the ground, feeling for the tasty morsels, her short prehensile trunk wrinkling and probing.She seems 

completely unconcerned by the noise of camera shutters and (not so) loud whispers of the watching spectators. 

We see stripes on her legs and wonder how old she is. We watch, absorbed, as she wanders around, gorging 

herself, the smell of the sweet mango filling the night air. After our alloted time we must leave, and we return to 

the lodge for dinner, full of memories of a wonderful day – beautiful birds, a Giant Anteater, Tapirs and now an 

Ocelot – could it really get any better? 

Day 10 Thursday 8th August 

Up early to have another look at the feeders. This time there are two Toco Toucans on the tree near the 

restaurant, feeding on fruit scraps, and a Chestnut-eared Aracari high in a tree near to the swimming pool, as well 

as the usual complement of Chaco Chachalacas, Guans and smaller birds on the sugar water feeders. We think 

that we will never tire of watching the Orange-backed Troupial and Glittering-throated Emerald.  

 

We are making another boat trip this morning, heading upriver where it is quiet and peaceful. We travel along 

the water’s edge, pushing through the overhanging branches in search of herons, who hide themselves in the 

shallows. We see a young Boat-billed Heron, who quickly skirts back, eager not the seen, and some of us are 

lucky enough to have the briefest glimpse of an Agami Heron, as it dodges into deeper vegetation and disappears 

from view. We are enraptured by the dragonflies, flitting around the Water Hyancinths, particularly the boldly 

patterned black and red ones, which zip in and out of focus at lightning speed. We pull up beside an observation 

tower, which slices up through the forest, emerging above the canopy layer. Some of us climb up to see the view 

and are surprised (and concerned) to see that while the forest extends to the horizon on one side of the river, on 

the other it only extends for between 200 – 300 metres, then becomes farmland – is this to be the fate of the 

Pantanal? We hope not …. After feeding the kingfishers again we return to the lodge for a buffet lunch and a 

rest. While we are loving our time in Brazil, and have been thrilled by the things that we have seen, for some the 

early starts and pace of the trip is beginning to take its toll. 
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We have a choice of activity this afternoon – another boat trip, a walk in the forest or a ride in the truck. It is hot 

and we opt for the truck ride – the canvas roof will shade us from the sun. As we turn out of Southwild Pantanal 

Lodge’s private drive we spot something strange on the ground. In a nearby field two Black-collared Hawks lie 

close together on the ground. At first we think they are mating, but as they struggle we see that they are actually 

fighting. This must have started as an aerial battle, probably over food or territory, during which their claws 

interlocked, resulting in them falling to earth, unable to break free. As we watch one of the hawks pulls away 

furiously, dragging the other on its back, by one leg. The twisting action obviously loosens the claws and the first 

hawk lifts itself up, flapping clumsily away, to be followed shortly by the other bird. As we watch they fly away, 

across the river, one still in pursuit of the other. 

 

Further along the road we see a lone Greater Rhea, marching down the side of the road. We do not wish to 

startle it into panicked running, and so we merely watch and wait. It turns to escape into the fields through a gap 

in the fencing, and as we pass we get a last, distant view, the bird having rejoined its fellows.  

 

We see a Brown Brocket Deer, and two Marsh Deer, with newly emerged antlers, feeding on vegetation in 

marshy areas by the road, and then, on the way back a large, solitary South American Coati, walking across a 

field, holding up its long, banded tail like a flag. 

 

When we return to the lodge we see that a farewell buffet has been prepared for us. Round the pool have been 

placed wicker chairs, and in front of them a feast of snacks is laid out – olives, bread, cold meats and salads, all to 

be washed down with a cold drink. It is time for goodbyes to Southwild Pantanal Lodge, for thank-you speeches 

and for group photographs. Tomorrow we will be leaving – most of the group will be returning to Britain, some 

will be spending a final night in Sao Paulo before flying home, while for a lucky few it is off for a further 

adventure – a trip to the Iguazu Falls, to be seen from both the Brazilian and the Argentinian sides. But we have 

one more thing to do today – another visit to the Ocelot Hide. Could we be lucky again? 

 

We know the procedure now. We settle ourselves down in the hide, ready to wait. The chicken is hung from the 

trees. Last night the Ocelot appeaered within ten minutes, but tonight the minutes lengthen. After nearly an hour 

nothing has appeared. The Tapir is at the Tapir Hide – we are given the choice of staying where we are or going 

to see the Tapir again. Most of us opt to stay, hoping that even after all this time we will be lucky again. In the 

distance we can hear loud voices – it sounds like someone is making a telephone call – we wish that they would 

be quiet. Then, a pale shadow emerges from the right. We all stiffen, and so too does the cat. After an 

interminable wait, the Ocelot moves forward, with velvet tread, and steps into the circle of light. It is not the 

same Ocelet as last night, but a smaller, paler cat, still as beautiful but much more timid. This is a female. She 

continues to look round nervously, then leaps onto the lowest tree branch, and starts to climb up, looking for the 

food. She continues to climb, crouching low, hesitating with every step, constantly looking round, her golden 

eyes wide. We are enrapted by her but then … from the left, another shape appears. It is another Ocelot! Much 

larger than the female, this is a big male, powerfully built, with stripes and rosettes of a much more defined and 

vivid colouration.  

 

The Ocelots freeze, and stare at each other, tails twitching, then relax. The big male leaps up, joining the female 

on the tree branches, searching for food along with her. They do not greet each other, or rub heads, but neither 

do they show any signs of anomosity. We are alarmed to see that the male has a long deep wound on his neck, 

stretching from behind his ear and snaking down his neck. There is blood. It is in a difficult place for him to 
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keep clean and we wonder what has caused it, and hope that it will not become infected. Both animals continue 

to feed, ignoring each other, while we watch, delighted. But this is not the end of today’s wonders – as we watch, 

open-mouthed, another Ocelot comes creeping out of the shadows and into the light. It is the young male that 

we saw last night. Now three Ocelots pirouette in front of our mesmerised eyes. At the sight of the young male 

the female stiffens nervously, and gives a low growl – clearly he is not welcome, and most of the food has been 

eaten already.  

 

Jumping down from the branches she heads back toward the forest, but comes face to face with him at the 

treeline. Both cats raise their hackles, pulling themselves up to their full heights. Although the darkness means 

that we cannot see them as clearly as we would wish, we hear spitting and hisses, before the female disappears 

into the trees, leaving the young male victorious. He patrols round the base of the tree branches, looking up. The 

older male stares impassively down, still chewing a piece of chicken. The older male continues to climb up the 

tree branches in search of more food – he is joined by the younger male. Finally, the food exhausted, the older 

male jumps lightly down from the highest branch and saunters off into the night, leaving the young male still 

searching for overlooked pieces of meat.  

 

We return to the lodge, overwhelmed by what we have witnessed. Only around 75% of visitors to the hide are 

lucky enough to see an Ocelot – we have seen three on the same night! We can barely believe our good fortune! 

Day 11 Friday 9th August 

Today we are saying goodbye to Southwild Pantanal Lodge and heading back to Sao Paulo. There is still time 

however for a short boat ride. We are hoping for better views of the Agami Heron, and so, again, we head 

upstream. It is already starting to get hot and we travel slowly, mesmerised by the warmth, by the sounds of the 

birds, the splash of unknown animals, and by the mist which rises eerily from the surface of the water. We hear 

the cries of Giant River Otters on the bend of the the river, and then suddenly the water hyacinths part and the 

head of one emerges, the otter looking directly into our eyes for the briefest of moments, before quickly 

submerging again. These otters are not as bold as those at the Flotel, and we hear their calls as they quickly swim 

away, leaving V-shaped ripples in their wake. We get good views of an American Pygmy Kingfisher and watch a 

Green-and-Rufous Kingfisher catching a fish, then beating it on a branch. We have now seen all the kingfishers 

on our list. But no views of Agami Heron ……….. perhaps next time we visit Brazil! 

 

We get into a closed minibus for the ride to Cuiaba – after our experiences in the open safari truck we feel 

strangely isolated from our surroundings - the sound of birds is muffled, there is no heat, no dust. 

 

We say a sad goodbye to Karen at the airport, and a sad goodbye to eachother at Sao Paulo – we are all heading 

in different directions. We will, however, forever be united by memories of the things that we have seen and 

done, the experiences that we have shared, and by the natural wonders of the Pantanal. 

Day 12 Saturday 10th August 

End of tour in the UK 
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Species Lists 

Mammals (✓=recorded but not counted; H = heard only) 

      July/August 

  Common name Scientific name 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Giant Anteater Myrmecophaga tridactyla                ✓   

2 Greater Fishing Bat  Nocilio leporinus  ✓    ✓      ✓       

3 Brazilian Tapir Tapirus terrestris    ✓            ✓  ✓ 
4 Giant River Otter Pteronura brasiliensis        ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓ 
5 South American Coati Nasua nasua      ✓          ✓  ✓ 
6 Crab-eating Fox Cerdocyon thous    ✓  ✓             

7 Black Howler Monkey Alouatta caraya        ✓           

8 Black-capped Capuchin Monkey Cebus apella        ✓    ✓       

9 Capybara Hydrochaeris hydrochaeris  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
10 Brazilian Cavy Cavia aperea              ✓     

11 Marsh Deer Blastocerus dichotomous    ✓          ✓  ✓  ✓ 
12 Red Brocket Deer Mazama americana    ✓               

13 Brown Brocket Deer Mazama gouazoubira    ✓               

14 Jaguar Panthera onca      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓     

15 Ocelot Felis pardalis                ✓  ✓ 
16 Feral Pig Sus scrofa    ✓  ✓             

17 Black-tailed Marmoset Mico melanurus    ✓               

18 Lesser Fishing bat Noctilio albiventris        ✓  ✓  ✓       

19 Long-nosed bat Rhynchonycteris naso              ✓     

Reptiles & Amphibians                   

1 Yacare Caiman Caiman crocodilus jacare  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
2 Common (Green) Iguana Iguana iguana          ✓  ✓      ✓ 
3 Common Tegu lizard Tupinambis teguixin    ✓          ✓  ✓   

4 Tree Frogs Hyla spp.                  ✓ 
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      July/August 

  Common name Scientific name 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Birds                     

1 Greater Rhea Rhea americana  ✓  ✓  ✓            ✓ 
2 Neotropic Cormorant Phalacrocorax olivaceus  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
3 Anhinga Anhinga anhinga  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
4 Whistling Heron Syrigma sibilatrix  ✓  ✓               

5 Little Blue Heron Egretta caerulea  ✓            ✓    ✓ 
6 Snowy Egret Egretta thula  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
7 White-necked (Cocoi) Heron Ardea cocoi  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
8 Great Egret Egretta alba  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓ 
9 Western Cattle Egret Bubulcus ibis  ✓  ✓  ✓        ✓     

10 Striated Heron Butorides striatus  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓    ✓ 
11 Black-crowned Night-Heron Nycticorax nycticorax  ✓  ✓  ✓            ✓ 
12 Boat-billed Heron Cochlearius cochlearia    ✓        ✓      ✓ 
13 Rufescent Tiger Heron Tigrisoma lineatum  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
14 Capped Heron Pilherodius pileatus  ✓    ✓      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
15 Agami Heron Agamia agami                  ✓ 
16 Green Ibis Mesembrinibis cayennensis    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓  ✓ 
17 Bare-faced Ibis (Whispering Ibis) Phimosus infuscatus  ✓                 

18 Plumbeous Ibis Harpiprion caerulescens  ✓  ✓               

19 Buff-necked Ibis Theristicus caudatus  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓ 
20 Roseate Spoonbill Ajaia ajaja  ✓  ✓  ✓          ✓  ✓ 
21 Wood Stork Mycteria americana  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
22 Jabiru Jabiru mycteria  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
23 Southern Screamer Anhima torquata      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓     

24 Black-bellied Whistling Duck Dendrocygna autummalis                  ✓ 
25 Muscovy Duck Cairina moschata  ✓                 

26 Brazilian Duck Amazonetta brasiliensis  ✓                 

27 Black Vulture Coragyps atratus  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
28 Turkey Vulture Cathartes aura    ✓               

29 Lesser Yellow-headed Vulture Cathartes burrovianus  ✓    ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
30 Snail Kite Rostrhamus sociabilis  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓   
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      July/August 

  Common name Scientific name 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

31 Great Black Hawk Buteogallus urubitinga  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
32 Savanna Hawk Buteogallus meridionalis  ✓  ✓  ✓        ✓  ✓  ✓ 
33 Black-collared Hawk Busarellus nigricollis  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
34 Roadside Hawk Buteo magnirostris    ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓    ✓ 
35 Crane Hawk Geranospiza caerulescens      ✓      ✓       

36 White-tailed Hawk Geranoaetus albicaudatus          ✓  ✓       

37 Southern Crested Caracara Caracara plancus  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
38 Yellow-headed Caracara Milvago chimachima      ✓             

39 Bat Falcon Falco rufigularis        ✓    ✓       

40 Laughing Falcon Herpetotheres cachinnans    ✓               

41 Chaco Chachalaca Ortalis canicollis    ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓   

42 Chestnut-bellied Guan Penelope ochrogaster    ✓  ✓      ✓    ✓  ✓ 
43 Blue-throated Piping-Guan Pipile cumanensis      ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
44 Red-throated Piping-Guan Pipile cujubi    ✓               

45 Grey-necked Wood Rail Aramides cajaneus    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
46 Sungrebe Heliornis fulica          ✓    ✓     

47 Limpkin Aramus guarauna  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓     

48 Sunbittern Eurypyga helias    ✓  ✓          ✓  ✓ 
49 Pied Lapwing Vanellus cayanus      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓       

50 Southern Lapwing Vanellus chilensis  ✓  ✓        ✓      ✓ 
51 Wattled Jacana Jacana jacana  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
52 Black Skimmer Rynchops niger    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
53 Yellow-billed Tern Sterna superciliaris          ✓  ✓       

54 Large-billed Tern Phaetusa simplex  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
55 Scaled Pigeon Columba speciosa            ✓       

56 Picazuro Pigeon Columba picazuro                ✓  ✓ 
57 Pale-vented Pigeon Columba cayennensis    ✓    ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓ 
58 Eared Dove Zenaida auriculata                ✓   

59 Scaled Dove Columbina squamatta    ✓            ✓  ✓ 
60 Ruddy Ground-Dove Columbina talpacoti  ✓  ✓        ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
61 Picui Ground-Dove Columbina picui    ✓        ✓  ✓    ✓ 
62 Long-tailed Ground-Dove Uropelia campestris    ✓              ✓ 
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      July/August 

  Common name Scientific name 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

63 White-tipped Dove Leptotila verreauxi    ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓    ✓   

64 Hyacinth Macaw Anodorhynchus hyacinthinus    ✓  ✓      ✓  ✓    ✓ 
65 Blue-and-Gold Macaw Ara ararauna                  ✓ 
66 Yellow-collared Macaw Ara auricollis      ✓            ✓ 
67 Peach-fronted Parakeet Aratinga aurea  ✓  ✓          ✓     

68 Nanday Parakeet Nandayus nenday              ✓     

69 Monk Parakeet Myiopsitta monachus  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
70 Yellow-chevroned Parakeet Brotogeris chiriri    ✓          ✓  ✓  ✓ 
71 Blue-fronted Parrot Amazona aestiva    ✓  ✓      ✓      ✓ 
72 Squirrel Cuckoo Piaya cayana        ✓  ✓         

73 Little Cuckoo Piaya minuta          ✓         

74 Smooth-billed Ani Crotophaga ani  ✓  ✓    ✓      ✓  ✓  ✓ 
75 Guira Cuckoo Guira guira  ✓        ✓    ✓  ✓   

76 Tropical Screech-Owl Otus choliba              ✓     

77 Great Horned Owl Bubo virginianus    ✓               

78 Ferruginous Pygmy-Owl Glaucidium brasilianum    ✓               

79 Great Potoo Nyctibius grandis    ✓            ✓   

80 Band-tailed Nighthawk Nyctiprogne leucopyga      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓       

81 Nacunda Nighthawk Podager nacunda  ✓                 

82 Ladder-tailed Night-jar Hydropsalis climacocerca          ✓         

83 Pauraque Nyctidromus albicollis    ✓               

84 Glittering-throated Emerald Amazilia fimbriata                ✓  ✓ 
85 Blue-crowned Trogon Trogon curucui            ✓  ✓  ✓   

86 Ringed Kingfisher Ceryle torquata  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
87 Amazon Kingfisher Chloroceryle amazona  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
88 Green Kingfisher Chloroceryle americana  ✓  ✓              ✓ 
89 American Pygmy Kingfisher Chloroceryle aenea    ✓              ✓ 
90 Rufous-tailed Jacamar Galbula ruficauda    ✓    ✓  ✓        ✓ 
91 Black-fronted Nunbird Monasa morphoeus        ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
92 Chestnut-eared Araçari Pteroglossus castanotis      ✓            ✓ 
93 Toco Toucan Ramphastos toco    ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓    ✓ 
94 White Woodpecker Melanerpes candidus                ✓  ✓ 
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      July/August 

  Common name Scientific name 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

95 Little Woodpecker Veniliornis passerinus        ✓  ✓      ✓   

96 Campo Flicker Colaptes campestris    ✓               

97 Lineated Woodpecker Dryocopus lineatus      ✓             

98 Crimson-crested Woodpecker Campephilus melanoleucos          ✓  ✓  ✓     

99 Great Rufous Woodcreeper Xiphocolaptes major      ✓             

100 Straight-billed Woodcreeper Xiphorhynchus picus            ✓       

101 Buff-throated Woodcreeper Xiphorhynchus guttatus        ✓           

102 Narrow-billed Woodcreeper Lepidocolaptes angustirostris  ✓            ✓  ✓  ✓ 
103 Pale-legged Hornero Furnarius leucopus    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓     

104 Rufous Hornero Furnarius rufus  ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓    ✓  ✓ 
105 Chotoy Spinetail Schoeniophylax phryganophila                  ✓ 
106 White-lored Spinetail Synallaxis albilora          ✓         

107 Rusty backed Spinetail Cranioleuca vulpina      ✓             

108 Grey-crested Cachalote Pseudoseisura unirufa                  ✓ 
109 Large-billed Antwren Herpsilochmus longirostris                ✓   

110 Mato Grosso Antbird Cercomacra melanaria                ✓   

111 Band-tailed Antbird Hypocnemoides maculicauda      ✓             

112 Forest Elaenia Myiopagis gaimardii                ✓   

113 Common Tody-Flycatcher Todirostrum cinereum                ✓  ✓ 
114 Vermilion Flycatcher Pyrocephalus rubinus      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
115 Black-backed Water-Tyrant Fluvicola albiventer    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓ 
116 White-headed Marsh-Tyrant Arundinicola leucocephala              ✓     

117 Cattle Tyrant Machetornis rixosus  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
118 Short-crested Flycatcher Myiarchus ferox          ✓         

119 Tropical Kingbird Tyrannus melancholicus  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
120 Rusty-margined Flycatcher Myiozetetes cayanensis    ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓    ✓   

121 Piratic Flycatcher Legatus leucophaius                ✓   

122 Lesser Kiskadee Pitangus lictor  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓    ✓     

123 Great Kiskadee Pitangus sulphuratus  ✓  ✓  ✓      ✓    ✓  ✓ 
124 Band-tailed Manakin Pipra fasciicauda              ✓     

125 White-winged Swallow Pachyramphus polychopterus    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
126 Brown-chested Martin Phaeoprogne tapera      ✓        ✓  ✓  ✓ 
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127 Grey-breasted Martin Progne chalybea  ✓          ✓  ✓     

128 Southern Rough-winged Swallow Stelgidopteryx ruficollis        ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓     

129 Purplish Jay Cyanocorax cyanomelas    ✓        ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
130 Black-capped Donacobius Donacobius atricapillus    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓    ✓ 
131 Thrush-like Wren Campylorhynchus turdinus    ✓        ✓  ✓     

132 Buff-breasted Wren Thryothorus leucotis                  ✓ 
133 Masked Gnatcatcher Polioptila dumicola                ✓  ✓ 
134 Rufous-bellied Thrush Turdus rufiventris    ✓  ✓          ✓  ✓ 
135 Creamy-bellied Thrush Turdus amaurochalinus                  ✓ 
136 Chalk-browed Mockingbird Mimus saturninus                ✓  ✓ 
137 Rufous-browed Peppershrike Cyclarhis gujanensis                ✓   

138 Flavescent Warbler Basileuterus flaveolus                ✓  ✓ 
139 Silver-beaked Tanager Ramphocelus carbo  ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
140 Sayaca Tanager Thraupis sayaca    ✓            ✓  ✓ 
141 Palm Tanager Thraupis palmarum                ✓  ✓ 
142 Buff-throated Saltator Saltator maximus    ✓               

143 Greyish Saltator Saltator coerulescens            ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
144 Red-crested Cardinal Paroaria coronata  ✓  ✓               

145 Yellow-billed Cardinal Paroaria capitata  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
146 Red-crested Finch Coryphospingus cucullatus    ✓               

147 Saffron Finch Sicalis flaveola      ✓      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
148 Rusty-collared Seedeater Sporophila collaris              ✓  ✓   

149 White-bellied Seedeater Sporophila leucoptera    ✓               

150 Bay-winged Cowbird Molothrus badius  ✓          ✓    ✓  ✓ 
151 Shiny Cowbird Molothrus bonariensis    ✓            ✓   

152 Crested Oropendola Psarocolius decumanus      ✓        ✓     

153 Yellow-rumped Cacique Cacicus cela    ✓  ✓    ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓ 
154 Solitary Cacique Cacicus solitarius                ✓   

155 Epaulet Oriole Icterus cayanensis    ✓               

156 Orange-backed Troupial Icterus croconotus      ✓    ✓      ✓  ✓ 
157 Unicolored Blackbird Agelaius cyanopus              ✓     

158 Scarlet-headed Blackbird Amblyramphus holosericeus    ✓          ✓     
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159 Chopi Blackbird Gnorimopsar chopi    ✓  ✓          ✓  ✓ 
160 Bare-faced Curassow Crax fasciolata      ✓      ✓    ✓   

161 White-rumped Monjita Xolmis velatus      ✓        ✓  ✓  ✓ 

Feral/Introduced Species 

Feral Pigeon ("Rock Dove"), Columba livia House Sparrow, Passer domesticus  

Receive our e-newsletter 

Join the Naturetrek e-mailing list and be the first to hear about new tours, additional departures and new dates, tour reports and special offers. Visit www.naturetrek.co.uk 

to sign up. 

Social Media 

We’re social! Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and be the first to hear about the launch of new tours, offers and exciting sightings and photos from our 

recently returned holidays.  
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